This week, Red Line Transformation crews continued work to replace a switch in Cabot Yard, upgrade the signal system, and prepare for construction of the Codman Yard Expansion and Improvements project.

### Signal Upgrades

**Signal Upgrades**: Increase capacity through reducing headways with modernized signals.

- **This Week** | At Ashmont, crews continued testing signal equipment. At Quincy Adams, crews continued performing bond sweeps at night and conducting simulated tests during the day. At Downtown Crossing and Central, crews performed field modifications and updated hardware in preparation for a cutover planned for March.

- **Lookahead** | Crews will continue with preparations to cutover the Central, Park Street, and Downtown Crossing signal house locations to the new signal system in March. Signal testing will continue at Ashmont and Quincy Adams.
Codman Yard Expansion and Improvements: Upgrade Codman Yard with additional storage capacity, new inspection pit, and safety and security features

- **This Week** | Crews continued performing perimeter controls, installing Jersey barriers and rodent control measures, and setting up a temporary trailer. Tree and vegetation removal continued as well

- **Lookahead** | Crews will continue with job site set up, inspections, and clearing of trees and vegetation in preparation for future construction work

*Schedule subject to change with weather conditions and in accordance with public health directives
Project percentages represent the value of the installed work